
The IIRC welcomes comments on all aspects of the Discussion Paper from all stakeholders, whether to 
express agreement or to recommend changes. Your answers to the Consultation Questions, and any 
other comments you would like to make, should be submitted on this form (submitted electronically at 
end of document) or sent via email to dpresponses@theiirc.org. 

For the purpose of analysis, you are asked to identify the organization to which you belong and where 
it is located. All comments received will be considered a matter of public record and will be posted on 
www.theiirc.org.
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The World has Changed – Reporting Must Too (page 5 of the Discussion Paper)

Q1. (a) Do you believe that action is needed to help improve how organizations represent their 
value‑creation process? Why/why not?

Q1. (b) Do you agree that this action should be international in scope? Why/why not?

Towards Integrated Reporting (page 6 of the Discussion Paper)

Q2. Do you agree with the definition of Integrated Reporting on page 6? Why/why not?

An International Integrated Reporting Framework (page 8 of the Discussion 
Paper)

Q3. Do you support the development of an International Integrated Reporting Framework? Why/why 
not?



Q4. (a) Do you agree that the initial focus of Integrated Reporting should be on reporting by larger 
companies and on the needs of their investors? Why/why not?

Q4. (b) Do you agree that the concepts underlying Integrated Reporting will be equally applicable to 
small and medium enterprises, the public sector and not‑for‑profit organizations?

Business Model and Value Creation (page 11 of the Discussion Paper)

Q5. Are: (a) the organization’s business model; and (b) its ability to create and sustain value in the 
short, medium and long term, appropriate as central themes for the future direction of reporting? 
Why/why not?

Q6. Do you find the concept of multiple capitals helpful in explaining how an organization creates 
and sustains value? Why/why not?



Guiding Principles (page 12 of the Discussion Paper)

Q7. Do the Guiding Principles identified in the Discussion Paper provide a sound foundation for 
preparing an Integrated Report – are they collectively appropriate; is each individually appropriate; 
and are there other Guiding Principles that should be added? Why/why not?

Content Elements (page 15 of the Discussion Paper)

Q8. Do the Content Elements identified in the Discussion Paper provide a sound foundation for 
preparing an Integrated Report– are they collectively appropriate; is each individually appropriate; 
and are there other Content Elements that should be added? Why/why not?

What Will Integrated Reporting Mean for Me? (Reporting organizations – page 
21, Investors – page 22, Policymakers, regulators and standard-setters – page 
23, Other perspectives – page 24 of the Discussion Paper)

Q9. (a) From your perspective: Do you agree with the main benefits as presented in the Discussion 
Paper? Why/why not?



Q9. (b) From your perspective: Do you agree with the main challenges as presented in 
the Discussion Paper? Why/why not?

Q9. (c) From your perspective: Do you agree that Integrated Reporting will drive the disclosure of 
information that is useful for integrated analysis (from the perspective of investors)? Why/why not?

Future Direction (page 25 of the Discussion Paper)

Q10. (a) Do you agree that the actions listed in the Discussion Paper should be the next steps 
undertaken by the IIRC? Why/why not? Are there other significant actions that should be added?

Q10. (b) What priority should be afforded to each action? Why?



Q11. Do you have any other comments that you would like the IIRC to consider?

Additional questions: These are NOT compulsory but will help with analysis if completed
 
I have provided feedback that reflects:
 Personal interest
 Interest of an organization, please provide the name of the organization: 

Which best describes your involvement with sustainability reporting?
Please tick all that apply.
 Reporter (prepare a report for my own organization)
 Consultant (report preparer on behalf of a third party)
 Assurance provider
 Report reader (read reports for the purpose of evaluating or analyzing organizations)
 Other, please specify: 
 

Please indicate how many years of experience you have with sustainability reporting:
 No experience
 Less than 1 year
 1-5 years
 More than 5 years

SUBMIT TO THE IIRC


	Q1a: There's an ascending scale of efforts called for.  There needs to be a simple but well standardized reporting requirement required for all businesses globally.  Then there need to be  basic industry standards for larger businesses, and then the high performance standards of the leading businesses.   Governments will be a primary consumers of the statistical products.The main value is not the reporting, though, but the learning method.  Businesses have massive learning tasks ahead.One of the big holes at present is not knowing how to measure the real economic liabilities of environmental damage in monetary terms, that need to be included on business balance sheets.  Money decisions will always be most influenced by money information and the rising costs of rebuilding our world are not being reflected where they'd count. 
	Q1b: yes
	Q2: I think you're in what architects call "schematic design", after "concept development" but before knowing what versions to take to completion.  Your goals are great, but still sound like modeled on the "show piece" that leading businesses would use to make a name for themselves.   Maybe you'd find different approaches that are better for less ambitions businesses.  The essential element is the learning cycle, so that can be elementally simple or  build up by steps, putting the productivity for the business ahead of the investor's or regulator's.  If they want to know more about a smaller business, just call.   I designed something like an IR method once, for architects needing to discover their project's environment during design.  I found no one to really try it out, though, because it was too advanced even in its simple form.    fyi [http://synapse9.com/connection/]
	Q3: Yes, if it's designed as a learning process.  Each business community participating will need flexibility in developing its standard way of learning about and describing their interactions with their natural, social and economic environments.  So I think the common standard should be fairly simple, but include a standard for developing local standards. 
	Q4a: No.  I think it should be the learning process every business is capable of.    A comprehensive framework might be led both top down and bottom up too.  Every business should learn how to regularly cycle through the thought process of reviewing their environmental relationships.   I think there should be a world standard minimum report from all licensed businesses.   Then those metrics can be passed along the supply chains to be accumulated in consumer product impact metrics.   At present there's not way to pass such information up a supply chain, so impacts can't be directly associated with the demands that cause them.  That's the information problem that SEA partly solves.
	Q4b: Mainly that they should all have a practice of exploring their relation with their environment and find ways to describe it, yes.   It might be that a lot of businesses would be able devote much more time to IR than to fire drills, though.   It's not a "one approach fits all" thing.Smaller businesses might just do the minimum universal report and have an online discussion on rotating topics once a month, with a different employee assigned to review the history and write a couple pages on the "topic of the month".   That might be flexible and fit into how a real business has to operate, spending their available time getting into the learning process rather than advanced reporting tasks.
	Q5: One certainly wants to include them.  Those sound like executive summary kind of condensations of what was learned in searching through the environmental relationships.    I think the central theme should be that learning process, as a what for a business to grow into a good partner with others, and to gather useful metrics and narratives.  It might be good to have focus topics, to not spread the resources too far trying to cover everything equally, going into depth or taking up some issue they never looked at before each quarter, maybe.   It's natural for environmental learning to be something of a moving target, as the interest moves from one set of relationships to another.   Some set of real standardized economic costs and benefits is valuable of course, and to start looking at monetizing hidden liabilities, to realize the cost of not having looked for hidden environmental liabilities before.
	Q6: What is valuable to a business is so very complicated, pushing businesses to develop an assessment model for themselves, perhaps peer reviewed by other businesses in related circumstances, might reduce the standardized part to simple things that apply to everyone.   One of the standardized parts might be the method of developing their own model.   Another would be a limited set of useful metrics, including qualitative, quantitative and financial measures, carefully separating ones that are truly comparable and repeatable (physical measures) from those that are not (indicators).Because natural capital is a state of organization, of a living system that developed over time generally, one can access its health as well as supply, and its relationships with others.   Q7 I mention a way to monitor the learning challenges and strains over time, on the systems that compose and interact with a business.  Maybe that belongs here. 
	Q7: It's very good but very conceptual, and implies a systems thinking approach that most people won't have.   How about asking more direct questions, like: What is the business learning, about itself, about its economic partners and environmental partners?   So, the "state of the business" might also include tracking what it and its partners have been learning over time, and what learning challenges it has faced or is going to.   One part of that might be tracking measures of "systemic strains", for labor sectors, supply and service providers, business units, community and environmental systems.    I find having a repeatable metrics to represent as "learning curves" is very helpful, especially if  they can be reconstructed from historic data like an accident rate or change orders.  They allow you spotting emergent systemic trends in what the system is learning, that might call out to be studied for causation.   That's a kind of system forensic health study approach.
	Q8: This is very clear, but how clear so much information will be is the question.  It might tend to become jargonized and hard to understand or voluminous and hard to understand.   Thinking of this as "schematic design" maybe you should proceed with this rather nice effort as is and also a simpler one.   Say the learning process is the most important thing, and the internal records, and say the report is four paragraphs of narrative and 20 metrics, or something.   Two pages would be easier to read.  
	Q9a: As a consulting scientist I'd hope to get some work helping people understand it and learn to fit it to their world.
	Q9b: see above comments
	Q9c: Is there a little conflict of interest in asking businesses to report their uncertain liabilities to investors?   If it's a standard metric, sure, that's hard to dodge, but it might inhibit a business's learning to have all the risks they learn about be published.   That would devalue the business for current investors and create a risk investors would cut and run, the antithesis of what's good for the economy and businesses these days. I think investors will also need their own ways of doing investigative environmental risk assessment.   One of the better ways would be for government to have a two tier capital gains tax... that qualifying businesses would go to extra effort to qualify their investments for favored treatment from, etc..  
	Q10a: It seems fine to get a working product out quickly, if the format is simple and brief.   A complicated thing would not be done well or understood.   I'd hope you'd first have your main competitors on board, intending to develop a common standard, too.   I don't worry about investors, really, as I see them presently misusing the information available to them, with respect to business and economic health.   I think your purpose can be said to be for investors, but should be as a fiduciary public service itself, in the public interest.    I see the real need as being to facilitate the learning of businesses about their own risks and choices.  That's what will help our economy adapt to change as smoothly as possible.   An easily understood short report, with a consensus set of reliable standard measures, would also be easier to produce a polished version of in a short time.  It would still be produced as a by-product of a business studying its environment, much like you have designed, but with that effort as a work in process that wouldn't need to be publicly presented.    
	Q10b: see above
	Name: P. F. Henshaw
	Title: scientist
	Organization: HDS Systems Design Science
	Country: USA
	Email: eco@synapse9.com
	Stakeholder_other: systems scientist, consultant, standard setter
	Group7: Years_5_plus
	Key_points: I saw the webcast, and was genuinely impressed.  I've written a fair amount on the general subject of impact assessment, from a basic science of measurement and natural systems view.  There's a very exciting, as well as somewhat troubling discovery I made a few years ago.  It's now just published in Sustainability (MDPI) with a special collection of papers on measuring the energy cost of energy, edited by Charlie Hall.My paper is "Systems Energy Assessment (SEA)". It describes in technical detail a more objective method of measuring the total consumption of energy uses purchased to operate businesses.   The main finding is that there's a simple short cut that will provide a far more accurate measure of the total, far more accurate than the most exhaustive effort to add up traceable energy uses.   [see http://synapse9.com/SEA]The difference between traceable energy uses and the real total is commonly a scale factor of 5, because 80% of the energy uses a business pays for to operate are naturally untraceable.   The reason is that most business services are self-managing and don't record or report their energy use.  Only a business's principal technologies will leave a "paper trail".  That SEA greatly simplifies the task of getting accurate estimates, and also captures a large undercount, is wonderful news.   That the difference is SO big, and consequently changes the familiar terms of discussion for impact assessment generally..., is the bad news.   If untraceable impacts are typically many times the scale of the traceable ones, we have several immediately visible problems.  One is that solutions, now probably aimed at the small fraction of true impacts, are probably not really addressing the problem.    The other is that the conservation strategy itself is brought into question.  The conservation strategy relies on identifying what to conserve.  It would take a quite different approach to devise a way to constrain naturally occurring but also naturally hidden impacts.Scientists like me love making ground breaking intellectual contributions like this.   Quite understandably almost no one else does.   All I can do is offer my help and belief that getting the problem right, by taking the practical steps to incorporating new information,  is the most important thing we can do for the success of our common goals.   
	Q11: You do very polished work.   It's a pleasure to see.  
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